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Athena Community Office
ESA´s Athena Science Study Team (ASST) established the Athena Community Office (ACO) in order to obtain support 
in performing its tasks assigned by ESA, specially as “focal point for the interests of the broad scientific community” 

Synergies: Athena will be part of a unique set of astronomical ob-
servatories in the early 2030s,  synergies among them need to be 
identified and developed 

  ESO: Optical and near-IR (ELT, VLT, …) and millimeter/submilli-
meter (ALMA, …)
  Coordinated by P. Padovani. arXiv:1705.06064

  SKA
  Coordinated by R. Cassano. arXiv:1807.09080

  Multi-messenger
     Coordinated by: L. Piro
     On-going, expected within 2020

  LSST
    Coordinated by: M. Watson
     On-going, expected within 2020

The Athena Newsletter is published regularly. It is one of the main ways that are used to keep the 
scientific community informed about ongoing activities, news and updates of the project 
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 #AthenaNuggets are small pieces of wisdom about 
scientific and technical topics with the aim to bring 

Athena closer not only to the scientific community but 
also to non-experts

European Researchers’ Night  Athena Calendar
 11 February: International Day of 

Women and Girls in Science

#AthenaOutreach

ACO Tasks:

Assist the ASST in organising and collecting support from the Athena community
Promote, organise and support Athena-science related public outreach

Produce and distribute regularly an Athena Newsletter

Create and maintain the Athena Community Support web portal and an active 

communication activity, including the use of social media

Organise and maintain the documentation and support the production of ASST 

documents

Assist the ASST in promoting Athena science capabilities through conferences

and workshops

  The Athena Community  Support website 
contains updated information and resources 
in support of the Athena community, such as:
 
 Activities, news and conferences
 Resources: 
  Brand: factsheet, leaflet and logo
  Standard presentations
  Archives: newsletters, presentations 
                             and publications
  Simulation tools
 Outreach material
 Document repository
 Images gallery

www.the-athena-x-ray-observatory.eu

Andy Fabian
Andy is an X-ray astronomer based at the Institute of Astronomy in 

the University of Cambridge UK. 

Currently he is the Acting Director of the Institute and runs a re-
search group funded by an ERC Advanced Grant.

Over the years he has worked on data from most X-ray satellites 
and observed most classes of X-ray source. 

Lately, his interest has centred on how accreting black holes work, 
heating and cooling within the cores of clusters and how black holes 
control their surroundings. 

Most recently Andy has worked on the Hitomi SXS calorimeter ob-
servation of the Perseus cluster, which has given a direct indication 
of what will be possible with the much more powerful Athena XIFU.

Andy is a member of the Athena Science Study Team, a Fellow of 
the Royal Society and a Foreign Associate of the US National Acade-
my of Sciences.
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Credit: A.C. Fabian & Hitomi Collaboration

The Hitomi SXS spectrum of highly-ionized iron ions is superimposed on an 
enhanced Chandra X-ray image of the Perseus cluster core. The yellow clipped 

square shows the field of view of the 35 pixel detector.

 Athena board Game created by Yaël Nazé, 
astrophysicist at the Université de Liège 

(Belgium), with the support of IRAP

      @AthenaXobs
      The Athena X-ray Observatory

Follow us in the Social Media with weekly 
news about the project!


